January 2021
Below you’ll find seven prayer points – one for each day of the week – so you can pray for each point around four times over the
course of an average month, as well as the regular inspiring monthly Bible passage.

‘For our light and momentary troubles are
achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not
on what is seen, but on what is unseen,
since what is seen is temporary, but what
is unseen is eternal.’
2 Corinthians Ch.4:17-18 (NIV).

Monday

New Year: Enter 2021 with prayers of thankfulness for all the Lord guided us through in the past year.
Tuesday

Young People: Keep in your prayers those who may have had a difficult time this Christmas, whether that’s a hard life at
home, experiencing loss, or other issues.
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Wednesday

Events in 2021: Pray that no matter the format of local, national and international GB events in 2021, that members and
leaders are able to feel a sense of fellowship from the activities they’re involved in this year.
Thursday

Churches: Pray for churches across the country. Pray for their leadership, finances and members, and that they’re able to
continue meeting in 2021 in a traditional or adapted church format.
Friday

Trustee Board: We pray for reliable technology and fruitful conversations as the Girls’ Brigade Ministries Trustee
Board members meet online this month.
Saturday

Our world: As people celebrate holidays such as Burns Night and Chinese New Year this month, pray for the world around us
and the diverse cultures it contains. Pray for harmony of all cultures and nationalities, no matter their backgrounds or beliefs.
Sunday

Rest: Following Christmas, New Year and a busy 2020, take time this month to rest and be still with God. Listen for what He
wants to say to you, remember that He has plans for your 2021.
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